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Highlights 
 

■ Over 1,400 families arrived and 2,700 families departed camps 

across Iraq, including to locations other than their areas of origin. 

 

■ Authorities gave 45 families less than one day’s notice to vacate 

Al Jamea’a camp in Baghdad and move to locations in their area 

of origin or to Jeddah camp in Ninewa. 

 
■ Increased restrictions on freedom of movement for IDPs living in 

Amriyeat Al Falujah (AAF) and Kilo 18 camps in Anbar have limited 

their access to markets, livelihood opportunities and services, 

including medical assistance.  

 

Security Incidents 
Improvised Explosive devices (IEDs) and other asymmetrical attacks 

continue to be reported in Shirqat and Balad districts in Salah al-Din, Al-

Qa’im and Fallujah in Anbar, Kirkuk and Hawiga in Kirkuk, Muqdadiya 

in Diyala, and in Qayyara, Sinja and Mosul in Ninewa. An extremist 

attack in Tarmyia, a suburb of Baghdad, in early August reportedly 

resulted in the death and injury of 15 soldiers, the second incident in 

that area in the last two months.  

 

There was an increase in the number of security operations in camps in 

Ninewa during August. While arrests are increasingly carried out with 

arrest warrants, military and police have been reported entering camps 

carrying guns, conducting tent-to-tent searches, handcuffing and 

blindfolding IDPs and, on some occasions, pressuring humanitarian 

actors to share data on camp residents. Cases of harassment of 

humanitarian actors were also reported. IDPs in Ninewa also continue 

to report incidents of harassment by armed actors, most frequently 

when passing through check points at the entrance and exit points of 

camps. Protection actors continue to highlight the importance of 

maintaining the civilian character of camps. 

 

Displacement  
The trend of gradual IDP returns since December 2017 continued in 

August. According to the IOM Displacement Tracking Matrix, there 

continue to be approximately 1.9 million individuals displaced as a result 

of conflict that began in January 2014, as well as 4 million returnees. 

More than 115,400 IDPs are registered as living in informal sites, 

according to REACH who conduct regular Rapid Assessment of Site 

Profiling (RASP) in consultation with the Camp Coordination and Camp 

Management (CCCM) Cluster. The most recent rounds of assessments 

and profiles published indicate that IDPs in informal settlements share 

protection concerns similar to those of IDPs living in camps. Profiles of 

governorates hosting large concentrations of IDPs (Anbar, Dohuk 

Kirkuk, Ninewa, Salah al-Din and Sulaymaniyah) highlighted significant 

gaps in services, particularly around mental health and psychosocial 

support as well as medical services, WASH, and shelter support. IDPs 

sometimes have challenges accessing education opportunities, even 

 
 

Affected 

Population 
 

Number of Internally 

Displaced Persons 

(IDPs): 1,931,868 

 

Number of Returnees: 
3,978,696  
 

 

   36,054 families reached*  
 

 

 
*The disaggregated figures indicate the 

number of households containing 

individuals from each age and gender 

group.   

 
 

24% of families do not 
have access to a regular 
source of income 
10% of families are 
missing civil 
documentation  
** The data reflects the number of 

households assessed from 1 January to 

31 August, 2018  
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where available, due to logistical challenges or limited financial resources. Inadequate facilities and 

services for persons with disabilities were also highlighted in nearly all locations. There were also reports 

of sporadic tensions with many host communities.   

 

In August, 1,400 families entered and over 2,700 families departed camps, including to locations other 

than their areas of origin. Living conditions in camps continue to be challenging and renewed issues 

with access to regular electricity and water were reported in camps in Anbar and Salah al-Din. Following 

advocacy by UNHCR and partners, in early August authorities connected IDPs in Karbala to the national 

power grid lengthening the hours they have access to electricity.  

 

Freedom of movement restrictions imposed in July continued in AAF and Kilo 18 camps in Anbar. 

Originally expected to be temporary security measures, these were widened significantly during August. 

In AAF, IDPs reportedly could initially leave the camp to access to health and legal services, markets 

and livelihood opportunities, if they left their identification documents at the main entry and exit 

checkpoint. However, by mid-month, a number of IDPs, including individuals seeking medical treatment, 

were barred from exiting the camp without a clear reason, despite carrying the necessary papers. This 

has heightened tension between IDPs and security actors. IDPs in Kilo 18 had to obtain sponsorship 

from their community leader, camp management and leave identification documents before being able 

to depart the camp for everyday movements. There was also an increased military presence reported 

around the camp.  

    

Returns 
Reasons for returns during August remain similar to recent months and include the high temperatures, 

gaps in services and lack of livelihood opportunities in camps as key push factors. Improvements in 

living condition in retaken areas and the wish to reunify with family remain pull factors. Many returnees 

report relying on extended family in the period immediately following their return. The majority of returns 

took place within Ninewa. Also, in Kirkuk on 28 August authorities organized the return of 299 families 

(1,585 individual) from Daquq camp to Hawiga.  

 

Returns to Al Jazera in Baiji district, Salah al-Din Governorate were reported to have resumed in August 

as the security situation gradually improved. A lack of livelihood opportunities and access to water and 

electricity in Khanaqin, Diyala and in Al Qa’im, Anbar has impeded returns and their sustainability.  

Protection partners conducted an assessment in Shimal sub-district in Sinjar on 30 July and reported 

that, of the 330 female headed households in the sub-district, many are forced to send their children to 

work, often on construction sites, in order to make ends meet. Some 72 incidents of forced marriage 

during extremist occupation were also reported. The survivors depend exclusively on neighbours and 

other community members for support due to a lack of relevant humanitarian services.  

 

On 9 August, representatives of the Permanent Higher Committee for Coexistence and Social Peace at 

the General Secretariat of the Council of Ministers, local authorities and community leaders signed an 

agreement covering peaceful coexistence among Ayadiyah citizens and surrounding communities in 

Telafar, Ninewa Governorate. The agreement includes facilitating the return of around 40,000 IDPs to 

Ayadiyah town centre and surrounding villages. Ayadiyah has a population of 16,000, the majority of 

whom are from a Sunni-Turkmen background and a minority from a Shiite-Turkmen background. There 

are 53 villages surrounding Ayadiyah with a population of 55,000 consisting of Arab, Turkmen, and 

Kurdish components which represent Ninewa’s diverse religious composition of Shiites, Sunnis, 

Christians and Yazidis. 
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Denied Returns 
UNHCR and partners spoke to 46 families from Kirkuk, Ninewa and Salah al-Din governorates who have 

been re-displaced to camps across Ninewa after being prevented or forced to leave by armed actors in 

their area of origin. Many report receiving threats before being forced to leave. In one case, the head of 

household was taken away when he resisted the order of two armed individuals in plain clothing after 

which the other members of the family fled the area. Seven incidents of attacks on returnees with 

perceived affiliation to extremists, were also reported in Ninewa and Anbar. 

 

Returns from Syria and Turkey  
During August, the Ministry of Migration and Displacement (MoMD) organized four return movements 

of Iraqi families from Turkey and Syria. On 6 August, MoMD organized a convoy for the return of 115 

Iraqis from Turkey. The convoy passed through the Peshkhabour border crossing in northern Dohuk 

and UNHCR’s partner mobilized at the border point to conduct protection monitoring. The majority of 

the families were of Turkmen and Arab ethnicity, originating from Anbar and Ninewa. The interviewed 

families reported their intention to return their areas of origin. Between 19 and 30 August, more than 

1,930 individuals returned in three separate convoys from Al Hol camp, Al-Hassakeh Governorate in 

Syria to Jeddah 5 camp in Ninewa. UNHCR protection partners monitored all movements and 

interviewed families who cited a lack of freedom of movement and a lack of services (food and health) 

as the main reasons for return to Iraq. Some families reported that security actors in Al Hol camp 

confiscated their civil documents and did not return them prior to their departure. However, most 

returnees indicated they had no intention to go back to their areas of origin due to the security situation 

and lack of services there. Returnees describe a challenging journey to Iraq, with long waiting times 

prior to departure, at the border crossings, and at screening points in camps. During one of the 

movements on 29 August, 280 of the 1,392 individuals in the convoy were not allowed to cross the 

border and had to return back to Al Hol camp reportedly due to discrepancies between the lists of Iraqi 

authorities and Al Hol camp administration and an insufficient number of busses at the border crossing. 

On 30 August, a convoy with 116 families (453 individuals) departed Al Hol with most of the individuals 

unable to cross previously. UNHCR offices in Iraq and Syria are coordinating to follow up on these 

cases. More than 12,000 Iraqis remain in refugee camps in Al-Hassakeh.  

 

Forced Evictions and Camp Consolidations 
Since October 2017, over 3,500 families in Salah al-Din, 2,400 in Anbar and 400 in Baghdad have been 

forcibly evicted from camps and informal settlements.   

Baghdad  

 On the night of 11 August, residents of Al Jamea'a camp (45 families) in Karkh district, Baghdad 

were informed they would be evicted the following day. The next morning, buses and trucks 

arrived and within five hours all IDPs had departed the camp. The evictions were enforced by 

the Baghdad Operations Command (BOC). Protection partners were present but reported 

issues accessing the camp to monitor the evictions. The majority of the families were 

transported to camps in Ninewa, and then continued off on their own; four families were 

transported to Anbar.  

 Between 11 and 13 August, BOC put forward eviction instructions in Maryam Al-Althra’a camp 

in Zayona – hosting predominantly Christian IDP families from Ninewa, and Al-Khadhraa camp. 

Reportedly, authorities postponed evictions in Maryam Al-Althra’a camp following the 

intervention of Christian parliamentarians, but are planning to enforce those of Al Khadhraa in 

September. At least 42 IDP families originally from Anbar left the camp and rented houses in 

Al-Khadhraa neighbourhood or returned to their areas of origin. According to authorities, the 

remaining IDP families will either have to return to their areas of origin or move to Al Ahel camp 

in Abu Ghraib. IDPs often leave Baghdad camps following eviction threats and settle in nearby 

areas in the city in order to avoid being evicted despite not having security clearance to live 

outside the camps. This makes them vulnerable to arrests or renewed evictions.  
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Salah al-Din 

 On 1 August, local police confiscated identification documents of 58 IDP families living in Al 

Diom complex, Tikrit and informed them they would need to leave the complex by the next 

morning. Although the evictions were not enforced, most families left the complex within the 

following week.  

 On the morning of 11 August, 35 of the 36 IDP families staying in the youth and passport building 

in Tikrit were instructed by police to leave. One family was told they would be allowed to remain 

due to the health condition of one of their family members. 15 families also had their IDs 

confiscated. Families in the building originate from Al Saniya and Shirqat in Salah al-Din and 

were instructed to relocate to Qadissiyah complex. 

 On 16 August, police reportedly visited Dream City complex and informed IDPs that all, with the 

exception of 500 families from Baiji and Al Saniya, would have to return to their area of origin. 

The identification documents of 270 families from Shirqat, Jazerat, Samarra, Jazerat Tikrit, 

Yathrib and Jurif al-Seeker were also confiscated. 

 Plans to close Al Shahama camp by early August have been delayed. The sponsorship 

programme which had previously allowed for some families to leave the camp has been 

suspended, 85 sponsorship requests are currently pending and 126 families (482 individuals) 

remain in the camp.   

Kirkuk 

 Kirkuk authorities supported the organized return of 299 families (1,585 individual) from Daquq 

camp to Hawiga on 28 August. IDPs were provided with security clearances and escorted to 

Maktab Khalid checkpoint. 206 IDP families (1,104 individuals) remain in the Daquq camp, most 

of whom have not been granted security clearances to return to their areas of origin. All 

remaining IDPs are expected to be relocated to other camps in Kirkuk in September. The camp 

closure was initiated due to concerns about services in the camps and was coordinated with 

humanitarian actors and authorities on the ground. An intention survey was conducted to 

support IDPs to choose between different camp locations or to register for returns. 

 


